
 

 

 

 

October 22, 2020 

 

 

United States Senate 

Washington, D.C. 20510 

 

Dear Senator: 

 

On behalf of the 1.4 million members of the American Federation of State, 

County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), I am writing in opposition to the 

nomination of Judge Amy Coney Barrett to be Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of 

the United States. The Supreme Court plays an essential role in our constitutional system 

of government. It is charged with ensuring the American people the promise of equal 

justice under law and it must both interpret the law and be the last resort for appeals to 

ensure fairness and equality, and to protect the general safety, well-being, and basic rights 

of all Americans. This is especially true for working families who depend on the high 

court to make sound decisions about fundamental issues central to our lives, our working 

conditions, job quality, wages, retirement, and other work-related benefits including 

health care. 

 

In the last three years we have seen the high court systematically roll back union 

and workers’ rights in case after case. In Epic Systems Corp. v. Lewis, for example, the 

court decided employers have a right to prohibit workers from taking collective action 

when their workplace rights are violated by requiring them to sign arbitration agreements 

as a condition of employment giving up rights to overtime, even when it was in violation 

of the Fair Labor Standards Act. In another case, Janus v. AFSCME Council 31, the court 

overturned more than 40 years of established precedent to weaken the rights of public 

sector workers to join together in strong unions. In both cases, justices on the court voted 

along conservative-liberal lines. The outcomes in these recent cases show the 

consequences of packing the court with judges who hold extreme judicial views outside 

of the mainstream and positions hostile to workers’ core values.  

 

Judge Coney Barrett, if confirmed, would increase the conservative majority on 

the Supreme Court. We know that she would further the efforts of the conservative court 

advocates and further prioritize wealthy special interests at the expense of working 

people, especially those in public service. In these contentious times, we deserve a justice 

who will be open-minded, who will adhere to precedents, and who will apply the rule of 

law fairly and consistently to all who come before them, regardless of position or stature 

of those who come before the court. Sadly, Judge Coney Barrett does not seem to be such 

a person. Her nomination is harmful for workers and their families.  

For example, in employment cases related to the real-life impact of making sure 

that individuals have a reasonable opportunity to contest workplace pay discrimination, 



she fails on the fundamental issue of fair pay and the important role it has in enforcing 

workplace rights. Much like her decision in Wallace v. Grubhub Holdings, Inc., where 

workers were denied overtime wages protected under the Fair Labor Standards Act 

(FLSA), many of her legal views are antithetical to the clear benefits that working 

families gain from getting a fair day’s pay for a hard day’s work. Similarly, in Weil v. 

Metal Technologies, Inc., she authored an opinion against workers who wanted 

retribution for claims made against their employer for withholding pay to rent work 

uniforms. From these cases and writings Judge Coney Barrett makes it absolutely clear 

why she was handpicked by the Federalist Society and rubber stamped by President 

Trump.  

 

Among other things, Judge Coney Barrett has failed to effectively distance herself 

from her statements on the constitutionality of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), upon 

which millions of Americans rely. When given the opportunity to move away from her 

comments that were made after the 2012 case, that the ACA is unconstitutional, she 

equivocated saying the new case headed to the court next month is different. Senator 

Chris Coons was quick to point out that the two cases are “very similar” and the central 

issue before the court is still “the constitutionality of the mandate.” From her comments, 

Judge Coney Barrett still sees the ACA as unconstitutional, even though the Supreme 

Court disagreed in its earlier ruling. In doing so she makes it clear she sides with 

President Trump who selected her to gut this law in order to accomplish what he has been 

unable to accomplish by passing a new law.  

AFSCME joins with millions of fellow Americans in their outrage that the Senate 

is pushing through a nominee who will not even provide them basic answers on how she 

views laws enacted to protect their rights and liberties and whether she will strike down 

those laws in ways that violate the welfare of wage earners. We are equally appalled that 

in the middle of a general election this nomination is being rushed through without letting 

the people decide who should be making the selection for this lifetime appointment. And 

finally, it must also be stated that it’s an outrage that the Senate is pushing through this 

nomination in record setting time when they have been unwilling to further address the 

severe economic and health consequences of the still raging global pandemic, and the 

colossal failure to provide aid to states and localities.  

AFSCME strongly opposes Judge Coney Barrett’s nomination and urges a no 

vote on her confirmation. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Bailey K. Childers 

Director of Federal Government Affairs  
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